
Theater Review | ‘Living Out’: Play
probes tension between mother,
nanny

OSU DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Charlesanne Rabensburg, seated left, plays Nancy, and
Judy Rodriguez, seated right, is Ana in the Ohio State
Department of Theatre’s production of Lisa Loomer’s
Living Out. Kevin McClatchy, top left, plays Nancy’s
husband Richard, and Taylor Moss is Ana’s husband,
Bobby.

One of the most
emotionally fraught
relationships has to be
that between the
mother and the nanny
of an infant. Until it
takes a nose dive into
melodrama close to the
end of the second act,
the Ohio State
Department of
Theatre’s production of
Lisa Loomer’s Living
Out captures the subtle
dynamics of that
relationship with an
understated balance of
comedy and drama as it
looks at the daily
tensions and trade-offs
of working motherhood.

Nancy (Charlesanne Rabensburg), going back to work as an entertainment
lawyer in Hollywood after the birth of her daughter, hires Ana (Judy
Rodriguez), an immigrant from El Salvador who is working without a
green card. Ana, who is hired as a “live out” rather than “live in” nanny,
conceals from Nancy the fact that she has a young son, because experience
with earlier interviews has led her to understand that this will prevent her
being hired.

The uneasy partnership between Nancy and Ana ― in which friendship
and common interests are disturbed by jealousy, an unequal balance of
power, and frequent lies and misunderstandings ― affects the marriages
of both women.

Under Maureen Ryan’s thoughtful, perceptive direction, the characters in
the play come across as believably complicated and well-intentioned, if
self-absorbed. Rabensburg’s Nancy is so tangled in guilt and longing that
it’s possible to forgive even her more offensive acts and assumptions,
while Rodriguez gives an intriguingly complicated performance as a
woman who knows more about her boss than her boss knows about
herself.

The two husbands, as written, are less sympathetic, but Kevin McClatchy
finds a likeable side in Nancy’s sometimes clueless husband, and Taylor
Moss locates an appealing softness in Ana’s often demanding one.

In alternating scenes on a park bench, two wealthier neighborhood moms
(Caitlin Leow and Genevieve Simon) and their respective nannies
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(Michelle Golden and Alison Vasquez) add comic perspectives on how the
other half lives.

Much of the believability of the dialogue depends on the accents of the
actors, all of which come across as accurate.

The set consists of a kitchen and living room framed by what looks like a
child’s simple outline of a house, outside of which is an area of large,
tropical leaves. Windows in this space allow the audience to see what is
happening in the bedrooms of the children in both households. They are
also used as video screens between scenes, showing brief, contrasting
flashes of life in El Salvador and the United States. Though these mostly
generic scenes may be meant to broaden a personal, particular story out to
a more universal one, they’re more distracting than useful.

Although a stubbornly sticky door presented the actors with
unintentionally comic problems on opening night, the set as a whole
allows for a deft movement of scenes and a sly underlining of the
differences and similarities between the two families; they both occupy the
same domestic space, sometimes even at the same time.

Loomer clearly knows how to craft a scene and a play. It’s just too bad that
she doesn’t trust the small but charged interchanges of everyday life to
carry her point.
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